
Member feedback: Midnight in Paris 
 
Forty five people voted. The breakdown and comments are listed below. 
 
‘Excellent’: 34 votes 
 

 Superb – Allen at his best again! 
 

 Great fun 
 

 Witty clever and delicious! Allen gets better as he gets older – I have enjoyed this 
more than I have True Grit – well chosen. 

 

 Most entertaining – do you recall The Purple Rose of Cairo? Perhaps a Woody 
Allen theme? 

 

 Woody by proxy – delightful. 
 

 Allen at his playful best 
 

 Only Allen could take a typical Science fiction parallel universe theme and turn it 
into a comedy – Owen Wilson in the Woody role was superb, as were the rest of 
the well chosen cast, (Michael Sheen was outstanding) and it all looked so 
wonderful too.  No other director has given me so much pleasure over the many 
years of viewing films.  

 

 Charming and engaging – cinematic champagne! 
 

 Terrific attention to detail. Owen Wilson a first rate Woody alter ego. I predict a 
repeat casting.  

 

 We weren’t sure we would like another Woody Allen film (we gave up after 
15mins of Vicky, Christina, Barcelona) but this drew us in. Very amusing, so you 
could almost believe the unbelievable…. 

 

 Great imagination, great music ten out of ten.  
 

 True Grit bit the dust – and we had a golden replacement. Thanks to all who 
worked so hard to get us a film.  

 

 True Grit it wasn’t – this was a lovely fantasy, Woody Allen at his best. Great 
shots of Paris, and great music. 

 

 Entertaining and a very good replacement at short notice for True Grit. A movie 
with a ‘feel good factor’. 

 



 Most entertaining. 
 

 Warm, funny, life affirming. 
 

 Very funny, charming, warm and gentle.  
 

 Wonderful! A delight from start to finish. WA at his best. 
 

 Great Fun. 
 

 Wonderful to see Paris again. The first American I have seen where the English 
was better than mine. The music was most suitable.  

 

 A real treat! 
 

 Great Film, I enjoyed it more than I think I would have enjoyed True Grit! Nice 
concept, great photography and well acted.  

 
 
‘Very Good’ 8 votes 
 

 Very funny/ Already booked to see this but I shouldn’t mind seeing it again. Just 
returned from Paris in the rain too so lovely to see it again.  

 

 Really enjoyed all the name dropping and the scenes of Paris were very 
nostalgic – great photography.  

 

 Really enjoyable – lovely music. 
 

 Great idea, very entertaining and marvellous shots of Paris! 
 

 Refreshingly original.  
 

 All the references to artists etc e.g. Dali, Man Ray 
 

 Better than expected – Paris is lovely.  
 
 
‘Good’ 2 votes 
 

 Must be nice to be Woody Allen and do what you like. Maybe Gil too nice!  
American family fabulous.  

 
‘Satisfactory’ 1 vote 
 
Strangest version of True Grit I’ve seen.  


